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Almost every civilization that's made its mark on this planet has had one

thing in common: faith. Hindus trust Shiva and Vishnu, Catholics believe in God, and

even Agnostics succumb to something. But in reality, this similarity, the thing which

should act as aunitingforce, stronger than the power of greed and stupidity

combined, has failed to fulfill its purpose.yToo many prayers have gone unanswered. overuKooAV>T
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" 4-Too many sins have been forgiven. Too much blood has been spilled at the hands of

those "sent from God". How much longer will it take for people to realize that , l£)VL
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religion is counterproductive, and has been for thousands of yearsj/It is unnecessary te^

to blindly trust an intangible force, even if it does exist, in order to live an ideal life.

"Isn't it enough to see that a garden is beautiful without having to believe that there

are fairies at the bottom of it too?^ *Vua
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focus of this debate. Whether it's reincarnation or eternal life in Paradise, a strong

deciding£actor for millions of people has been the possibility of life after death.

there_you_gp: life after death;\it's an oxymoron. It's a paradox. It's wrong^pwe canu
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get over the sad fact that there is nothing, and I mean nothing, after our lungs stop

expanding, our hearts stop pumping, and our brains stop transmitting, then we can

finally live the life wejcgow we^can^control. When all biological functions cease to

occur, then life as we know it is over. The only question in mind concerns the soul.

Where does the soul go? If you'd ask me, I'd say the soul is a creation of the human/

imagination. It perishes with our imagination. We perceive something is deeper

inside of us that can never die. But it's a false perception. We think there is

something more meaningful because we want there to be something more
is

meaningful. It's difficult to cope with the idea that we are just like every othi r

animal on this planet. No one has ever mentioned the possibility that ants h;
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souls. But, what is the difference between an ant and human. Besides the obvious

visual disparities, we both complete the same biological functions on a daily basis.

We both need food. We both need water. We both need sleep. Without any of th^se

things, we_ceasetoexist. So, why would a human have a soul and an ant not?

Essentially we are the same. It's not easy to accept this, which I consider to be th(

main reason why humans pretend to be so ignorant. Who would want to be on the

same level as an ant? Not me, but I've had to accept the fact that I am, whether/ like

it or not.

Once a good amount of people can accept this, I think life on Earth can

improve. When we get the idea out of our heads that we will get a second chance,
s -- -• ^

then we start to consider the immedjate consemiences more seriously(Apparently,

r~^ \ /~when Jesus died on the cros^He Aied to pay the penalty for all of th^sins of the

1 (1 John 2:2] (And by "entire world", he Wans Chris/ans). When a
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person places his faith in Jesus Christ for salvation, all of his sins are forj

Luckily for the Christian murderer and rapist, this includes all past, pres

future sins. Jesus died to pay the penalty for all of our sins, and once they are

forgiven, they are all forgiven [Colossians 1:14; Acts 10:43). So why should anyone

worry about the real consequences when God will pardon any wrongdoings? No
-rUis p<5.y>vv.e voice, oloscur^s ft**.

doubt should certain sins be forgiven, but when it is embedded in the mindset of a

human that homicide, rape and torture are forgivable,

When jUsJinallvrealized thaLit:is a_big deaLmavbe there won't be as many

homicides; because they will understand that they are ending someone's life and
i

will always be remembered as something less than a human being until they are • ° ^ 4*. <tt
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buried six feet under. '

Back to the afterlife - why would anyone want to live forever? In the words

of the lyrical genius, The Notorious B.I.G., "It don't make sense going to heaven with

the goodie goodies dressed in white, I like black tim's and black hoodies, God would

probably have me on some real strict shit, no sleeping' all day...I want to tote guns
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and shoot dice." Although a bit extreme, rbejieve ^significant percentage_of^he

popjUaiionwojild^agreewith thi^theologyy'Paradise" is too loosely defined for it to

be real. HeWen is probably imagined as a much different place to a rapper than it is

to a priest. But who^s right? It's allmatter ofopinion. Not everyone wants to be

"perfect", especially Biggie. So how coum it be fair that only the priest gets an

opportunity to live in his paradise wh4n a rapper wants the same dessert in a

different flavor?
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A second problem arises with the act of praying. Just like religion, the

concepts behind prayer come from good intentions. Prayer, in its simplest form, is

talking to someone trustworthy. I'd say if someone trusts God and talks to him

I
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certain quality of goodjmay come of it. Believing

that there is some force powerful enough to answer every imaginable dream is easy
Uonfe

I . ({) \f^to givetn^to. However, no matter how much hope is gained from prayer,(it's)fake. i ~ ~ , y.\

hope iss[ust as bad as no hope. Actually, it's worse. You can pray to God for six
o* Uonetav*

months, but th^ cancerous cells multiplying throughout the body of a hopeless) ~ ^ • '--^ t**^ <"«dw- s
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^ , pO1^ patientshows no mercy. The only difference is, if you didn't pray, you would not

have wasted six months of your life waiting for no one to answer. Why can't we just

turn and talk to someone we know exists? Maybe we can get real advice from them

and actually solve our problems rather than wait for signs from above.

Let's take a look at ajnore reputable'example: The Great Prayer Experiment. p&s\ o$

Prayers are commonly offered for sick people, both privately and in formal places

like churches and($ynagogues. Francis Galton, Charles Darwin's cousin, was one of

the first to analyze scientifically whether praying for people is efficacious. So, in this

experiment in Great Britain, he noted that every Sunday in churches, entire

congregations prayed publically for the good health of the Royal Family. Although a

majority of these prayers probably were not sincere and would have had little effect

on the Royal family anyway, they certainly receive more help than the average

person. Therefo^members of this family should be unusually fit compared to the

rest of the population in that area. Perhaps the Protestants who were involved in the

experiment weren't praying hard enough because the Royal Family still gets sick,
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just like the rest of us. Inaseparate experiment, Galton prayed over randomized

plotsofland^to see if the plants would grow and faster and healthier. Guess what?

They didn't.
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Mary was not a virgin. Sorry, but that's impossible. Perhaps Mary had an

affair and instead of confessing to Joseph of her shameful deed, she claimed this

batty to be the Son of God. Of course I'm making this up, but it's a lot more plausible

virgin giving birth. Anyone with a 6th grade Health education knows it takes a
I
and an egg to make a baby. Without either one there is no baby - simple as

that. I really don't understand how anyone could be so gullible to believe in

something so radical, something so_arrogant. Today, what would a nurse think

delivering a baby from a girl claiming to be a virgin? She would most likely get a

psych evaluation before she left the hospital. I doubt she would pass. But, I guess'if "'/l'c> covv*r
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SWVV it's written in jheBible^jtmus^be truejight? How about the hypocrite who shames pouiw *f° v v^
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Wikipedia, a community source of thousands of people's opinions correlated ii to an , » ^

organized hub, but believes every word of the Bible, which is also a communityj VjacV-eA up ***'

source of about 44 people's opinions correlated into an organized hub? It's woyse <

than hypocrisy; it's just plain stupidity.

Religion is the limiting factor for the advancement of the human ra*cK It's

time consuming; it's money consuming. Instead of going to Church for two/nours on

a Sundav morning, go for a jog - it's more productive. Or go to the park with your

o?
s more fun. What s wrong with productivity and fun?
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Religion has evolved into a business. Jesus was born in a stable. So, what's\he

purpose of several multimillion-dollar churches in every town? Does every church

really need a twenty-foot marble statue of Jesus? Does every temple need a hand

carved Buddha imported from India?

Let's take a "megachurch" in Houston, Texas for example. The largest church

in America, with an average weekly attendance of 43,500 people, known as

Lakewood Church is a moneymaking epicenter. Imagine if each person had five

dollars in their wallets when attending a service at Lakewood Church. That's almost

a quarter of a million dollars, which could be found in that church...per week. Now

imagine how much it costs to sustain such a massive structure with electricity, air

conditioning, etc. That's a serious cut out of the quarter million dollar income. And

on top of that, Osteen, a pastor at Lakewood Church, deflects notions that a pastor

should be poor. He says more riches means greater influence for ministry. To me, it
f /

sounds like the perfect excuse for a lavish lifestyle, butj could be mistaken. So who / <j

knows whaUsjeft of that quarter million dollar budget. Who knows if there is

anything left? Now, let's cut out the middleman and spend that quarter million

dollars elsewhere. I'm sure Somalia might becorne^a^better place if it had a quarte

million dollars more per week to build schools where its citizens could be reroute

from piracy [I know it's stereotypical, but it was a necessary one) into educated, ci]Hl

human beings. I'm sure this kind of money can help in ajot of rjlacesactually,

including the United States.
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And that's just one church in America. Let's take a look at another example.

in Buddha statue in China is the largest Buddha statue in the world. "It's
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source selection: quantity, quality, authenticity, and efficacy

source synthesis: sentence blending, citation accuracy, and variation

argumentative awareness: analysis of counterargument and refutation

essential question: maturity and depth

simple errors, especially typographical ones

No modifications

No modifications

Additional emphasis on MLA formatting, works cited page, and Turnitin score

In addition, the quality of this argument should suggest deliberate and effective use of the resources available to its
author, including substantial time in class, access to templates and model papers, and opportunities for individual
conferencing. The prose should demonstrate an ability to control a wide range of the elements of effective writing, and
the final submission should be edited closely for errors in mechanics and grammar.
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